REGISTRATION FEE

UCI number

UNTIL 28/02/2023 70,00 €
IBAN IT39 Z089 0461 1100 2600 0000 140
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X
L
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By signing this form I certify that the information provided is correct and that I am aware that any false statements will lead lo my expulsion from the event;
that I have reviewed the rules of the event and fully accept them; that I am aware that participation in the Sportful Dolomiti Race involves an intense and
prolonged physical effort and I understand the importance of achieving an adequate level of physical fitness for the event, and I assume the risk of any
accident or contact with any vehicles or other participants, and in general for the foreseeable risks associated with the activity.
I authorize SSD Pedale Feltrino lo use photographs, video footage and recordings that portray me during my participation in the event, including for advertising purposes and without financial compensation. Information on the collection of, purposes for using and methods of processing personal information
and on the rights granted to data subjects by the applicable legislation on privacy is set out in the privacy notice downloadable from the site al:
Privaçy notice
I, the undersigned, have carefully read the attached privacy statement:
I consent I do NOT consent to the processing of my personal information for the purposes indicated, art. 2, sections 2.1 and 2.2, of the privacy notice*
I consent I do NOT consent to the processing of my personal information for the purposes, art. 2, section 2.3, of the privacy notice*
I consent I do NOT consent to the communication of my personal information for the purposes i1dcaled n article 2, section 2.4, items (a) and (b), of
the privacy notice.
I consent I do NOT consent to the communication of my personal information kl organizations, businesses or third parties for the purposes indicated
in article 2, section 2. 4, item (c) of the privacy notice
* Consent is necessary for registration, purchase of a one-day license and in general lo participate n the Sportful Dolomiti Race.

GRID 2023

SPORTFUL DOLOMITI RACE 2023

REGISTRATION FROM

Send to info@sportfuldolomitirace.it + proof of payment

1 - 100
VIP + GUEST + the winner M/F GF e MF 2022

7001 - 7999
PEDALE FELTRINO+
SPORTFUL +
HOTEL (2 night)

1001 - 1999
within 8h00’ GF 2022
within 5h 15’ MF 2022
(real time)
first 10 WOMEN GF e
MF 2022

8001 - 8999
PRESTIGIOSI 2021 +
subscribers MAGLIA NERA
2022

2001 - 2999
FIRST 500 REGISTRED
ONLINE
since OCTOBER, 10
WOLF grid
3001 - 3999
offer HOTEL
+ withdrawals 2022
4001 - 4999
According to registration fee
5001 - 5999
According to registration fee

Date

Signature
PROPOSTA LOGO 2

6001 - 6999
According to registration fee

